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X-Ray Resonance Exchange Scattering
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Large resonant magnetization-sensitive x-ray scattering is predicted to occur in the vicinity of L», L»&,

and Mii-Mv absorption edges in the rare-earth and actinide elements, and at the EC and L edges in the
transition elements. These "magnetic" resonances result from electric multipole transitions, with the
sensitivity to the magnetization arising from exchange. For some transitions, the magnetic scattering
will be comparable to the charge scattering. The general features of the observed L»i resonance in Ho
are discussed.

PACS numbers: 75.25.+z, 61.10.Dp, 76.20.+q, 78.70.Ck

In the course of investigating the magnetic spiral
structure of a holmium crystal using the x-ray magnetic
scattering of synchrotron radiation, Gibbs et al. ' ob-
served a large resonant enhancement (by a factor of 50)
in the magnetic satellite intensities when the energy of
the incident x rays was tuned through the Liii absorption
edge. Second-, third-, and fourth-harmonic satellites
were also observed at resonance. A complex polarization
dependence was found, with the resonance peaks for the
a-o and o-z components of the magnetic scattering be-

ing separated by about 6 eV for the first two harmonics,
and occurring at the same resonance energy for the third
and fourth harmonics.

This behavior (resonant increase, additional harmon-
ics, polarization dependence) can be understood on the
basis of electric quadrupole (E2) transitions to 4f levels
and electric dipole (El) transitions to 5d levels. It is

noteworthy that this "magnetic" scattering results from
electric multipole transitions. This is due to the ex-
clusion principle allowing only transitions to unoccupied
orbitals, resulting in an "exchange interaction" which is
sensitive to the magnetization of the f and d bands.

To get a strong resonant enhancement, the scattering
must involve a low-order electric multipole transition
(E 1 or E2) between a core level and either an unfilled

atomic shell, or a narrow band. In the latter case, the
atomiclike nature of the transition is increased because
the core hole gives an additional binding of the excited
level.

For the rare earths, enhanced magnetic resonance
scattering will occur at the L1~, L111, M11, and M1~1 ab-
sorption edges, involving the E2 transitions to the tightly
bound 4f shell, and the E1 transitions to the Sd band.
Although the latter transition is E1, the strength of the
magnetic scattering depends on the induced polarization
and exchange splitting of the band, resulting in a contri-
bution of comparable magnitude to the E2 transition to

the 4f shell. At the Miv and Mv edges, the very strong
E 1 transition to the 4f shell will give a resonant magnet-
ic scattering amplitude on the order of 100ro! The reso-
nances at the K and Li edges will be relatively weak, in-

volving E3/M2 transitions to the 4f shell, and E2 tran-
sitions to the Sd band. The Lii and Liii resonances lie in

the I-2-A region, well suited for diffraction studies of
magnetism in crystals. The strong E1 resonances at the
Miv and Mv edges lie in the 5-10-A region, but can still
be used for diffraction studies of the long-range antifer-
romagnetic spirals, and for grazing incidence studies of
surface magnetism, and they will give rise to very strong
magneto-optical eN'ects in reflection and transmission in

magnetic samples.
Similar magnetization-sensitive electric multipole res-

onances should be useful for the study of the magnetic
properties of the transition elements and the actinide
series. These large resonant enhancements should also
be important for the study of two-dimensional magnetic
ordering, with possible applications to high-T, supercon-
ductors.

The coherent elastic-scattering amplitude for non-

resonant magnetic x-ray scattering from a magnetic ion
is given by

f~m's iro(hco/mc )fn[2 L(K) A+S(K) Bl,
where L(K) and S(K) are the atomic orbital and spin
magnetization densities, A and B are polarization vec-
tors determined by ko, eo, kf, ef, and fn is the Debye-
Waller factor. The x-ray magnetic scattering is consid-
erably weaker than the charge scattering, with magni-
tudes typically =0.01ro. The total coherent elastic-
scattering amplitude is f=fo+f'+if" +f 's, where
foa: Zro is the usual Thom—son contribution, and f'
+if" is the contribution from dispersive and absorptive
processes. The resonant scattering processes we consider
below contribute to f +if ".
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where

p,p, (ri) I (aMri;EL )/I (ri)
FLM x(a, ri) i—

I a) is the initial ground state of the ion, and I rt) =
I a(hp), ) '(np„) ') is the excited state with an electron excited to

the level (np„) leaving a hole in the core level (hpr, ), where p„and pr, are the appropriate spin and angular momentum
indices. The excited states (np„) are more tightly bound than the corresponding states in the unexcited ion due to the
potential of the core hole. p, gives the statistical probabilities for the various possible initial state I a), and p, (ri) gives
the probability that the (np„) state is unoccupied in I a). p, (ri) is determined by the overlap integrals of the "old" or-
bitals which are occupied in the initial state I a) with the orbital (np„) which is a "new" level in the presence of the
(hp), ) core hole, a familiar procedure in shakeoff calculations. I „ is given to lowest order in kr by

(u I XjL (kr; ) YL~ (r; ) I ri) ', (2)
L l

2

I „(aMri;EL) =8rr

For an electric 2 -pole resonance (EL) in a magnetic ion, the contribution to the coherent scattering amplitude is

given by '

L

fPL'"'(kIeI, koeo) =4rr&fn g [eI* Yr'r)r(kl) Yr'M (kp)'eo]Fr~))r(rv), (1)
M=L

where j L is the spherical bessel function of order L. Summed over M, I „gives the partial width for EL radiative decay
from I ri) I a). I (ri) is the total width for the excited state I ri), which is determined by all radiative (from any
shell) and nonradiative (Auger, Coster-Kronig) deexcitations of I ri). I (ri) is typically = 1-10 eV, so that the scatter-
ing will be fast =10 '6 s, accounting for the presence of the Debye-Wailer factor in Eq. (1). In the resonance
denominator, x(a, g) =4(ri) —e(a) —Aro]/[I (ri)/21 gives the deviation from resonance in units of I (rt)/2. The polar-
ization dependence is determined by the vector spherical harmonics Yr'M for an EL transition, ' and the relevant factors
which appear in Eq. (2) can be expressed as products of the components of k and e,

' 1/2

e YL~(k) = g C(1L —1L;pM p)YL )—
,M-„(k—)Y)„(e)( )

" 4rr(2L+ 1) A

3 L+1 p
—)

For the electric dipole transitions (E 1 ), we have

[eI* Y) 4 ) (kf ) Y) '4*) (kp ep]
3

16m
[eI co%i(ei &ep)'zj (eI'zJ)(ep zJ)], '

[eI Y)p (ky) YIp (ko). epl = [(ei ij)(ep iJ)],
8x

giving the scattering amplitude

foal 4 )tref 'ep[F)l +F) ')] i(ej' xe—o) -ij[Fi) —F)' )]+(eI zj)(eo zJ)[2FIp —FIt —F)' ) l[, —(3)

where zJ is the direction of the quantization axis defined

by the local moment of the ion. Thus there are only
three distinct polarization responses for E 1 scattering:
The first term, ei ep, is independent of the direction of
the magnetic moment. The second term, —i (ey &&ep)
' zJ depends linearly on the direction of the magnetic
moment, and will give first-harmonic satellites in an anti-
ferromagnet. If we use the linear o, z polarizations as
basis (which are perpendicular and parallel to the kp-kI
scattering plane, respectively), incident ap scatters only
to zI, while incident zo scatters to both aI and ny. The
third contribution, (eI zj)(ep'zj), depends quadratical-
ly on the moment direction, and will give second-
harmonic satellites in a spiral antiferromagnet (and also
a contribution to the zeroth harmonic). This term
scatters either ao or xo to both oy and zy. The appear-

ance of first- and second-harmonic magnetic satellites is
a characteristic signature of a dipole transition (E 1 or
M 1).

Two simplified examples illustrate the main ideas:
First, if the ground state of the ion has a single hole in

the 4f shell, then by Hut)d's-rule, in the fully aligned
case, the empty orbital is m& = —3, m, = ——,', which is
also a state of good j = —', , mr. —

—,'. Then in Eq. (1),
p, =1 for the Hund's-rule ground state I a), and

p, (m), m, ) = 1 for (rni, m, ) = ( —3, J ), and zero other-
wise. (Here we ignore the question of overlap integrals
discussed below, but this should be less important for the
highly localized 4f orbitals. ) Then at the Mv edge, only
M = —1 is allowed, the transition being I 3dqr2, mr
= ——,

' ) I4f7rq, mi = ——', ). This corresponds to a cir-
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cularly polarized electric dipole oscillator, with left-hand
circulation about +zj. As a consequence, F] i =Fio =0
in Eq. (3), and Fi —|=[I„(a,—l, r(;El)/I (r()]/[x —i]
as given by Eqs. (1) and (2). All three polarization
terms then contribute with equal amplitude to f/'"' in

Eq. (3), and so the magnetic scattering will be as large
as the charge scattering. Fluorescence yield calcula-
tions" indicate that (I „/I ) = 10 for the rare earths,
so that magnetic resonance scattering amplitudes
=100ro should be possible for these soft x-ray reso-
nances, giving very strong magneto-optical eR'ects in

both reflection and transmission.

As a second example, consider the Lii~-edge resonance

2p3/2 Sd, treating the "impurity" Sd states in the pres-
ence of the core hole as atomic levels

i Sd, m(, m, ), with
an exchange splitting 5 between the (lower energy)

i Sd, m(, t ) orbitals and the i Sd, m(, j ) orbitals induced

by the 4f moment. For such a system, the probability

p, (5d, m(, m, ) that the impurity orbital
i Sd, m(, m, ) is

empty would be determined by the overlap integrals of
the occupied orbitals in the ground state i a) with the
impurity orbital. For simplicity, we will assume that

p, (5d, m(, m, )—:p(m, ) independent of m(. The partial
radiative width is then

I „((2p3t2m, )M(5»m( ms)) =C (I, 2, z ',m( M, m„m, )C'(1, 1,2;m( M ms m() I&l

where iXi = '5' ke i (2p3(2i

/kryo

i Sd) i, and

scattering amplitude becomes

f)L'" =F[ef epn(, +i(ef*xep) zJP/4],

the

(4)

i(kf kp)(ef xep) zg+[kf ef, kp ep],

order (2):

(kf kp)(ef 'zf)(ep zJ)+ [kf ef]+ [kp ep]

+ [kf~ef, kp~ep]+i(kf xkp) ZJ(ef*xep) zJ,

order (3):

i(kf zj)(kp' zg)(ef* xep) zj+ [kf ef]

+ [kp ep] + [kf ef, kp ep],

order (4):

(kf zJ ) (kp. zj ) (ef ' zj ) (ep' zJ ).

where P=[n, (t) —(5/I )n(„n, (t) =5[p(j) —p(t)] is

the net number of spin-up electrons in the Sd band,

n(, =5[p(j)+p(t)] is the number of holes in the Sd
band, and F X iXi ]/3I"(x i) —We. have assumed that
5« I, giving an unresolved resonance doublet, and x is

the deviation from the central frequency. There is no

quadratic magnetic contribution (ef zJ ) (ep' zj ) because
of the assumed m( independence of p, (Sd, m(, m, ). The
linear magnetic contribution is seen to arise from both
the spin polarization of a partially occupied band, and

from the exchange splitting of the empty states, with the
sign and magnitude of the "polarization factor" P de-

pending on the relative magnitude of the two contribu-
tions. As an order-of-magnitude estimate for Ho, taking
6=0.3 eV, n, (t) =0.3, Fng =30rp/(x i), I =10-
eV, and n(, =8, gives P= +0.07, and a linear mag-
netic scattering contribution of = +0.06rpi(ef xep' zj)/
(x —i).

For electric quadrupole transitions (E2), f((2"'i will

contain thirteen distinct terms —order (0):

(kf kp)(ef ep),

order (I):

The relevant coeScients with which these terms contrib-
ute for each M will be given elsewhere. In a spiral anti-
ferromagnet, each order will give rise to a separate mag-
netic satellite. The appearance of four harmonic satel-
lites is a characteristic signature of a quadrupole reso-
nance (E2 or M2). The polarization dependences of the
four E2 magnetic contributions will generally allow all
the possible combinations of a a, a z, and z z
scattering. (In contrast, the first-order El harmonic
only allows cr (r and (r~(r scattering. )

These ideas give a simple explanation for the complex
resonance spectra obtained at the Lttt edge in Ho (Ref.
I): The double-peak structure is the superposition of
resonance arising from different transitions. The lower
resonance several eV below the edge is the E2 transition

2p3(2 4f, giving rise to four harmonics, which were
predicted and observed. The appearance of only two
harmonics at the high-energy resonance, and the absence
of cr cr scattering in the first harmonic, identify this as
an El resonance, presumably the 2p3t2 Sd transition.
In Fig. 1, we give theoretical curves for the four harmon-
ics. These curves are a combination of calculation and
parametrization, carried out under the simplest approxi-
mations. The purposes here is qualitative illustration,
and not a detailed fit to the data. We have calculated
f)2"' using nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock wave functions
assuming a Hund's-rule ground state for the Ho ion,
with four empty atomic orbitals i 4f,m(, j ), m( = —3 to
0. For v o scattering, the calculated peak resonance-
nonresonance ratio f/'' /f 's =4 3i for th.e first har-
monic, giving a 19/1 intensity ratio, in reasonable agree-
ment with the observations. f ' only contributes to
the first harmonic, interfering with f/'' for crea
scattering, giving a pronounced symmetry of the first-
harmonic a. a resonance curve, with constructive in-
terference predicted on the high-frequency side of reso-
nance, as observed. The calculation of f(I"|"' is more
complicated. The 5d states are more extensive than the
highly localized 4f orbitals, and it is necessary to include
banding (or "hopping"), crystal-field mixing of the m(
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FIG. 1. Relative scattered intensities (theoretical) vs x-ray
energy for the Lttt edge in Ho: (a) (004+ r), (b) (002+2r),
(c) (002+3r), and (d) (002+4r). The solid lines give the
a 0 scattering, and the dashed lines give o~n.

orbitals, and exchange splitting. In addition, band occu-
pation and induced polarization must be determined, as
discussed above. These calculations are underway, but
regardless of the detailed nature of the states, the para-
metric form for the polarization dependence is given by
Eq. (3). In Fig. 1(a), the magnitude of Fit Fi t was-
chosen to give a 2/1 ratio for the peak E 1 and E2 inten-
sities, and the sign was chosen to give constructive in-

terference with f ' on the low-frequency side of reso-
nance, to agree with experiment. As shown in Eq. (3),
either sign is possible. The present choice of sign and
magnitude corresponds to P(Ho) =+0.11, in reason-
able agreement with the previous simple estimate of
+0.07. In Fig. 1 (b), the magnitude of 2F i p

—F t i

Fi t was cho—sen to give a 4/3 ratio for the peak E 1

and E2 intensities. The dominant E1 contribution is

predicted to be ~ cr, but with a small o.~z contribu-
tion which interferes with the E2 resonance which is pre-
dicted to be almost entirely a tt for the (002)
reflection, in good agreement with the observations. The

E1 contribution to the second harmonic indicates that
there is a nonsphericity in the 5d polarization. The third
and fourth harmonics arise entirely from the E2 reso-
nance, and both o. cr and 0 x contributions are pre-
dicted, in agreement with experiment.

The theory gives excellent qualitative and reasonable
quantitative agreement with the observations even with
these simple approximations. More sophisticated calcu-
lations will be required to give accurate fits to the data.
The sensitivity of the measurements to the details of the
magnetic properties, and the large enhancement of the
magnetic scattering, promise to make this new spectros-
copy an important new probe for magnetic studies.
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